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COURSE OUTLINE
As each of us takes part in digital networks, digital communication and digital politics in one way or another, we all have become responsible for the way digital governance and community formation are organized. Setting the lines of digital inclusion and exclusion (“the digital divide”) is not merely an issue of political and industrial decision making alone, it has become an integral part of everyday practice. A culture of digital citizens has emerged that alertly controls its outside boundaries and the social rules within - all with implications far beyond the virtual realm alone.
This course will scrutinize these politics and practices of the digital divide, using and refining anthropological and sociological tools to understand social, economic and political agents and their motivations in this uneven development.

COURSE CONTENT
The seminar builds on three blocks. In a first unit, the debate will focus on the social implications of digital inclusion, track the individual in its digital environment, scrutinize digital social networks and assess the role of digital media in political and social emancipation. We will debate community organization, discuss the ambivalent relation between state and internet, and weigh the costs of a digital democracy against the perils of the non-digital dark. In a second part, we turn to the transformation of economic relations and production systems in the wake of digitization, discussing theories of value, theories of money and investigate the transformation of production systems. The debate will engage with the implications of changing property regimes (the intellectual property debate) on social and political relations as access rights replace property rights. The ‘digital divide’ here refers to the all-decisive difference between access to and control over digital resources.
The third pillar takes the debate to a global level and looks at the internet as a hegemonic tool. The control of the internet’s legalistic and judicial infrastructure meets the global south’s attempt to restructure global digital governance. Here, hegemonic images of the global south remind of early developmental discourse, and digital technology tears open gaps that seemed to become ever more narrow: Harvey’s shrinking globe turned out to be a deceptive idol. The seminar will take a decisively critically-developmental approach to this process.

TEACHING AND GRADING
Reading the key texts for each class and preparing notes for the discussion is obligatory. You will also give a presentation on a selected topic in class. The presentation is accompanied by a paper, which shall be circulated at least five days before the presentation. The papers should be 8-10 pages.
Each presentation is complemented by a short (5 minute) critical statement by a fellow student: Each participant should prepare at least one such critical contribution in this course. Presentation and papers together count 70% towards the final grade. The critical statement scores an additional 10%, and active participation accounts for a further 20%.
1. Introduction

A) digital distinctions: the self, the netizen and the anthropology of virtual worlds

From the early 1990s onward, public access to the internet set off a transformative social and political change, unleashing new modes of communication, encouraging new forms of community building and political participation, and offering potentially unlimited access to independent news and academic sources. Social sciences and anthropology have followed this transition and addressed the new forms of social organization, using both existing theories as well as readjusting their methodological and epistemological tools. The academic debate likewise turned to the apparent flipside: control of digital infrastructure as a means of hegemonic domination. The seminar will work with a triangular model of state, capital and civil society to see how the digital debate is anchored in existing political debates of political and economic dominance and counter-hegemony.

2. Promise and perils of digital democracy


3. How to be oneself in a virtual community


4. Anthropology of virtual communities
consensus, and community building from a digital networks from an sociological- anthropological perspective


5. Digital politics:
the ambivalent relation between state and its internet, the challenge to the territorial state, and a redefined role of civil society


B) virtual economies: adjusting the way we need to think about money and value

6. A political anthropology of the digital elite

7. Money for nothing?
digital means of production
• Dibbell, Julian. Play Money, or, How I Quit My Day Job and Made Millions Trading Virtual Loot. Chapter 5: “the gold farmers”

8. …and your clicks for free:
Immaterial labour, digital commodities and the copyright debate
• Larkin, Brian and Lawrence Lessig. "Property" 81-173.

9. Anthropology of digital money
C) Global gaps:
In the digital core central all aspects of life are impacted by the digitization of social and economic infrastructure and by the control of its digital boundaries. This process extends to the digital semipheripheries, through cell phones or digital payment systems (like Mpesa), which are linked to the core’s mainframes. While this partial inclusion may help create digital elites, it renders no control to the digital outbacks. Likewise, digital rule also extends to the old analogue peripheries, where exclusion from digital resources reinforces existing and creates new dependencies. Unsurprisingly, control over this infrastructure is fiercely fought over on a global scale. Restructuring of internet governance it is on top of the agendas of southern states and. We will look at some of these global dependencies, the creation of peripheral digital elites and find anthropological approaches to the appropriation of digital technology.

10. Digital oligarchies


11. Differential access to digital resources:
The politics of inclusion and exclusion


12. Global hegemonies: